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ABSTRACT

Objective: The study aims the use of cannabis for medicinal purposes in Brazil, which has already been legalized, with an emphasis on the import and planting of seeds in the national territory, still without regulation, and the axiological gap resulting from such legal framework. The study also points out the medicinal properties of cannabis that have already been scientifically proven and to clarify how to resolve the aforementioned controversy over its regulation in the national territory.
Methodology: The method of approach followed is the legal dialectical, covering the phenomenon, fact and theory, simultaneously, seeking the result with complement between the both. To obtain the results desired by the work, bibliographic research was used, covering specialized works.

Results: The release of the import and planting of cannabis seeds in Brazil, for medicinal purposes, is a result of the right to health, the application of the principles of human dignity, equality and social solidarity, as well as the principles of economic activity.

Contributions: The choice of the theme is justified considering that, in addition to the proven efficiency of cannabis in the treatment of serious diseases, socially there is still great prejudice on the theme, which is reflected in the legal area.
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RESUMO

Objetivo: O presente artigo aborda o uso da cannabis para fins medicinais no Brasil, já legalizado, com ênfase para a importação e o plantio da semente em território nacional, ainda pendente de regulamentação, e a lacuna axiológica decorrente de tal quadro; O estudo também aponta as propriedades medicinais da cannabis já comprovadas cientificamente e esclarecer como sanar a mencionada controvérsia sobre a sua regulamentação no território nacional.

Metodologia: O método de abordagem seguido é o dialético jurídico, cobrindo o fenômeno, fato e teoria, simultaneamente, buscando o resultado com complemento entre os dois. Para a obtenção dos resultados desejados pelo trabalho, foi utilizada pesquisa bibliográfica, abrangendo trabalhos especializados.


Contribuições: A escolha do tema justifica-se tendo em vista que, a par da comprovada eficiência da cannabis no tratamento de doenças graves, socialmente ainda se verifica grande preconceito sobre o tema, o que se reflete na área jurídica.

Palavras-chave: Cannabis; direito à saúde; dignidade humana; princípios; lacuna axiológica.
1 INTRODUCTION

The advancement of technologies is evident today, including in the field of medicine. It collaborates through scientific knowledge to demystify prejudices regarding green medicine. Brazil, due to the recent positioning of the National Health Surveillance Agency - ANVISA, is in the middle of the discussions spread around the world about the risks of the legalization of marijuana and other natural drugs, mainly for medicinal purposes.

In this sense, questions arise whether the green medicinal wave can bring risks to the health of the population, expanding the recreational use of marijuana. On the other hand, whether the legalization is an imperative precisely because it allows the appropriate treatment of certain diseases in which traditional medicine has not been successful.

Resolution of the Collegiate Board no. 327, of December 9, 2019, issued by the National Health Surveillance Agency – ANVISA, allowed the use of cannabis for medicinal purposes in Brazil. However, it was omitted in relation to the import and planting of the seed in national territory, even if under supervision, creating a technical conflict of high relevance to the Brazilian law.

The choice of this is justified by the need to clarify the issues related to the use of cannabis for medicinal purposes. In addition to its proven efficiency in the treatment of serious diseases; socially, there is still great prejudice on the subject, which is reflected in the contradictions and omissions observed in the rules related to it.

This research aims to point out the medicinal properties of cannabis that have already been scientifically proven. In addition, the purpose is to clarify how to resolve the aforementioned controversy over its regulation in the national territory. This exercise is in line with the right to health and the fundamental bases of the Federal Constitution.

Initially, it is outlined the evolution of the regulation of cannabis for medicinal purposes in Brazil. Afterwards, when the normative technical deficiency is found,
which jeopardizes the consistency of the legal system, solutions are proposed through the general principles of law.

The method of approach followed is the deductive, covering the phenomenon, fact and theory, simultaneously, seeking the result with complement between the both. To obtain the results desired by the work, bibliographic research was used, covering specialized works.

2 THE EVOLUTION OF CANNABIS REGULATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES IN BRAZIL

Cannabis is one of the oldest known plants, with information on its use dating back more than 4000 years ago in the Chinese Pharmacopoeia.

Cannabis is of paramount importance in the treatment of various diseases. However, Brazilian legislation historically prohibits its use, including for medicinal purposes. This prohibition is derived from the historical speeches related to the plant, which will be addressed in the sequence of this work.

The first documented use of cannabis was approximately 2300 b.C. in China. On that occasion, Chen Nong prescribed the use of the plant for the treatment of constipation, blood complications, rheumatism and fever. In the 19th century, the English empress Conquista, similarly used marijuana for the treatment of menstrual cramps (ROBINSON R, 1999, p. 13).

Specific evidence shows that cannabis arrived in Brazil in the era of regency, also with the application of its fibers. However, the first slaves who used it as a narcotic discovered the plant a long time ago. It shows that the hallucinogen also had therapeutic characteristics (MOREAU, 2008, p. 13).

Cannabis is a complex plant with several cannabinoids present in its composition, each one with a different effect and also with the possibility that some of them change the effect of others. As an example, cannabidiol (CBD), which is a substance present in cannabis, according to studies is considered free of
psychotropic effects, reduces anxiety, causes a general feeling of well being and contributes to concentration. In addition to being effective as a medicine, cannabidiol reduces the effects of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) (BURGIERMAN, 2011, p. 44).

For cannabis to be considered medicinal in Brazil, it must contain a maximum of 0.3% tetrahydrocannabinol, this level being 33 times lower than that found in less potent marijuana. Thus, in the case of cannabidiol it is impossible for a user to feel any psychoactive effect with the simple use of the substance (SOUBHIA, 1999, p. 7).

Moreover, marijuana, although also derived from cannabis, is cultivated exclusively for its psychoactive properties that cause hallucinogenic effects, as it has very high tetrahydrocannabinol levels. It is important to note that marijuana varieties can have tetrahydrocannabinol concentrations between 5% and 10% (SOUBHIA, 1999, p. 7).

According to Pedrinha (2008, p. 5.488), upon the involvement of the bourgeoisie, drugs started to become regulated and/or prohibited. Base on this prohibition that Brazil moved to the repressive aspect of criminology, mainly in the middle of the 20th century, a period in which people began to be arrested due to its use, especially in relation to substances considered illegal by the State, even marijuana.

The peak of drug use in Brazil occurred during the colonial period. The Portuguese constitution was the first to indicate prohibited substances. In the Philippines Ordinances of 1603, in Cousa Livro, article LXXXIX, the use, possession and sale of some substances considered toxic, such as realgar, soporiferous etc., had penalties with seizure of assets and exile (PEDRINHA, 2008, p. 5.489).

Brazil assumed the prohibitionist and criminalizing systems influenced by the organizations of the United States, in which the use of substances was associated with debauchery, crime and alienation. In addition, the arrest was foreseen for merchants, considering buyers as sick, suffering from drugs (VIDAL, 2009, p. 64).

Open consumption in Brazil comes from the beginning of the 20th century, when it became a “relevant social difficulty” (before that use had been observed for centuries, but was a object of prejudice and related to marginalized people with few...
plantations dedicated to the manufacture of fibers and fabrics). Moral combat was adopted, although it was disguised as a rigorous scientific analysis (FRANÇA, 2015, p. 56).

Advances in scientific research demonstrate that cannabis can be used to treat many diseases, such as glaucoma, anorexia and cachexia associated with AIDS; chronic pain, inflammation, such as rheumatoid arthritis; Crohn's disease, nausea, lack of appetite and different harmful effects caused by chemotherapy; or treatment of AIDS and cancer, reduced appetite, advanced Alzheimer's, insomnia, hepatitis C, Parkinson's, Tourette's syndrome, multiple sclerosis (reduces spasms, muscle tightness, lack of sleep and pain); depression, asthma and epilepsy, decreasing epileptic seizures in patients who have diseases resistant to some other type of medication, such as Dravet's syndrome (BEZERRA, 2019, p. 10).

Another great advantage of marijuana is the possibility of its use as a harm reduction agent in the treatment of crack users, according to research by Rowan Robinson:

For 12 months, psychiatrists followed a group of 20 addicts who were smoking marijuana in an attempt to lessen the compulsion and anxiety caused by crack. At the end of the study, 14 of them - 70% of the group - had abandoned crack use and were smoking marijuana sporadically (MASSON, 2014, p. 67, free translation).

Permitting the medicinal use of the plant means savings. As it acts in several areas, it reduces the number of medicines needed for different treatments; more expensive drugs could be exchanged for simple drops of cannabis oil (BEZERRA, 2019, p. 14).

In Brazil, the lack of a drug capable of reducing the occurrence of seizures led the parents of the little girl Anny, 5 years old, who suffered up to 80 attacks in a week (because of the rare genetic syndrome CDKL), to use cannabidiol without legal authorization. As the drug administration was prohibited by the National Health Surveillance Agency, the child started to have seizures again, which had already been reduced to almost zero. On April 3, 2014 the child's parents obtained a court
decision releasing the import of cannabis oil, making Anny the first person to use cannabidiol legally in Brazil (albeit in a precarious way, through the courts) (MOURA, 2015, p. 49).

At the end of 2014, the Federal Council of Medicine allowed the use of cannabidiol. In January 2015, the National Health Surveillance Agency removed cannabidiol from its list of banned substances due to the numerous surveys that report the benefits of the plant (ANVISA, 2015).

On May 6, 2015, the National Health Surveillance Agency published Collegiate Board Resolution No. 17, which defines the criteria and procedures for importing, on an exceptional basis, a cannabidiol-based product in association with other cannabinoids, including tetrahydrocannabinol, per individual, for own use, by prescription from a legally qualified professional for health treatment (ANVISA, 2015).

In 2016, through Collegiate Board Resolution no. 128/16, the list of cannabidiol-based drugs was updated, which has a simpler authorization process by National Health Surveillance Agency. The medications are: Cibdex Hemp CBD Complex, Hemp Blend Real Scientific Hemp Oil (RSHO) CBD, Revivid LLC Hemp Tincture, CBDRX CBD Oil, Charlotte Web Hemp Extract, Endoca Hemp Oil, Elixinol Hemp Oil CBD, EVR Hemp Oil CBD, Mary’s Elite CBD Remedy Oil, Purodiol CBD. Still in 2016, the National Health Surveillance Agency announced the registration of the drug Mevatyl for the treatment of spasticity (ANVISA, 2016).

In April 2018, it was announced by the laboratory Prati Donaduzzi in partnership with the University of São Paulo, that a research into the production of cannabidiol is in the final stages of clinical trials. In addition, they announced that the medication would be available by the end of 2018. According to the researchers, the production in the country will guarantee higher quality and lower cost of the medication. The Brazilian Cannabinoid Research Center is also studying the possibility of producing cannabidiol in a synthetic way, which would eliminate the need to use cannabis in plants (G1 PR E RPC CASCAVEL, 2018).

Recently, on December 3, 2019, the National Health Surveillance Agency published Collegiate Board Resolution no. 327, releasing not only the importation,
but the manufacture, commercialization, prescription, dispensing, monitoring and inspection of “cannabis products containing as active principle exclusively vegetable derivatives or phytochemicals from cannabis”, which “must predominantly contain cannabidiol and no more than 0.2% of tetrahydrocannabinol” (ANVISA, 2019).

The National Health Surveillance Agency also regulated, in article 4, sole paragraph, of the Collegiate Board Resolution no. 327/2019, that: “cannabis products may contain THC content above 0.2%, provided that they are intended for palliative care exclusively for patients without other therapeutic alternatives and in situations irreversible or terminal clinics” (ANVISA, 2019).

The National Health Surveillance Agency, due to unknown reasons, determined the provisional archiving of the analysis of the authorization for importing and planting the seed. This, inevitably, will imply the cost of the product, since currently the raw material must be imported from other countries, which makes the production process more expensive.

3 THE AXIOLOGICAL GAP IN THE PROHIBITION OF IMPORT AND PLANTING OF CANNABIS SEEDS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES IN BRAZIL AND ITS INTEGRATION

The analysis of the aforementioned legislation shows that there is no plausible reason to release the import and commercialization of cannabis-derived medicines and not to release the cultivation of the same plant with the same attributes in the national territory.

It is also important to note that Resolution of the Collegiate Board no. 327/19 did not prohibit the import of the seed and its planting, but only did not authorize it. However, as Ordinance no. 344/1998 includes tetrahydrocannabinol as a narcotic
substance, without clarifying the prohibited percentage, any handling of it will be applied under the terms of Law no. 11,343/06, known as “Drugs Law”.

As soon as the National Health Surveillance Agency authorizes the import and sale of cannabis-based products, it is a logical premise that they must be removed from the list of narcotics. There is no reasonable justification for preventing the import and planting of cannabis in the national territory. It is possible to conclude that there is a gap in the aforementioned regulations.

As Karl Engisch clarifies that (2001, p. 276 e 279),

A gap is an unsatisfactory incompleteness within the whole. Applied to law, the concept of gap means that it is an unsatisfactory incompleteness within a legal whole. (...) The gaps are deficiencies of positive law (of legislated or customary law), apprehensible as shortcomings or shortcomings in the content of legal regulations for certain factual situations in which such regulations are expected and in which such shortcomings admit their removal through a legal-integrative judicial decision. The gaps appear, therefore, when neither the law nor customary law give us an immediate answer to a legal question.

In the specific case, one is particularly interested in the species of the axiological gaps, since regulating the use of cannabis for medicinal purposes, excluding the authorization to import and plant the seed in Brazil generates an unfair result for Brazilian society.

Once the axiological gap has been identified, it is necessary to point the way to fill this void, producing an appropriate legal application for the standard in question. This is the standard integration procedure.

At this point, it is worth emphasizing the lesson of Miguel Reale (2002, pp. 295-296) on the differentiation between the figures of interpretation, integration and

1 It should be noted that art. 31 of Law 11.343/06 provides that: “prior authorization from the competent authority is essential to produce, extract, manufacture, transform, prepare, possess, keep in deposit, import, export, re-export, remit, transport, exhibit, offer, sell, buy, exchange, assign or acquire, for any purpose, drugs or raw materials for their preparation, observing the other legal requirements”.

2 In the classification of Maria Helena Diniz (2002, p. 95), which we have adopted, it is possible to identify three kinds of gap, namely, a) the normative, in the absence of a standard for solving the case; b) the ontological, when, if there is a rule, it does not correspond to the social facts; c) the axiological, in the absence of a fair standard, if the application of the standard results in an unsatisfactory or unfair solution.
The application of the law is due to the competence of an authority, which imposes a legal guideline in a specific case. Before applying the law, however, the authority needs to interpret it, proceed with the choice, of axiological nature, of several possible meanings for the norm. But, if the standard has a gap, the interpretation process is not enough to fill this gap, making it necessary to use integration.

The mechanisms for integrating the gaps are provided in the Law of Introduction to the Rules of Brazilian Law, in articles 4 and 5. It is about the analogy, customs, general principles of law and equity, to be used in that order in the integration procedure.

As stated by Tércio Sampaio Ferraz Jr. (2007, p. 314),

We cannot forget that the different national legal systems face integration differently, with those that expressly determine which instruments, as in the case of Brazil, but also those that are omitted in this regard, generating a kind of second degree gap for lack of a rule on how to fill in, as in the case of German law.

Within this framework, there is no analogy or custom that can be applied to the case investigated; it is worth pointing to the hypothesis of integration by general principles of law, the appropriate route for the problem studied in this opportunity.

The general principles of law, according to Maria Helena Diniz (2002, p. 233), are normative elements applicable in specific problematic cases, regardless of whether they are positive or not, in norms; therefore, not being mere maxims or heuristic rules. They have a general character, but proceed from an objective, ethical and social estimation.

In defining the legal principles, Karl Larenz (1985, pp. 32-33) explains that these are “los pensamientos directores de una regulación jurídica existente o posible. En sí mismos no son todavía reglas susceptibles de aplicación, pero pueden transformarse en reglas”.

---

3 The guiding thoughts of an existing or possible legal regulation. In themselves they are not yet applicable rules, but they can be transformed into rules (free translation).
In the present case, the integration of Collegiate Board Resolution no. 327/19 to authorize the import and planting of cannabis seeds for medicinal purposes runs through the application of general principles of law, such as human dignity, equality and social solidarity, as well as the principles of economic activity.

According to the Constitution of 1988, in its article 1, III, the Federative Republic of Brazil has as one of its foundations the dignity of the human person (BRASIL, 1988). The use of cannabis for medicinal purposes ensures that the basic needs of certain patients are met, which has not been achieved in these cases by conventional medicine.

Kant understands that human dignity is a congenital and inalienable quality of all human beings, which prevents their objectification and materializes through the capacity for self-determination that individuals possess through reason. Its existence does not depend on legal recognition, as it is an innate and ethical asset, placing itself above cultural specificities. It persists even in societies that do not respect it. Its legal nature can be divided into two maxims: “not treating the human person as a simple means and ensuring the vital needs of the human person” (RECKZIEGEL, 2016, p. 234-235. KANT, 1974).

Sarlet and Fensterseifer (2007, p. 69-94), when dealing with human dignity, explain that this concept is projected both in a range of rights of a defensive nature (negative), as well as a service one (positive), also implying fundamental duties. It relates to a range of subjective and objective legal positions, with the function of protecting the human existential condition against any violations of its scope of protection, ensuring the free and full development of the personality of each human being. The authors also address the social dimension of human dignity, since this concept is not related only to an individual, but to his relationship with the other.

In the same line, the Constitution provides in caput of article 5 the guarantee to Brazilians and foreigners residing in the country of the inviolability of the right to life, freedom, equality, security and property (BRASIL, 1988).

The context reveals that, in view of the Constitution, in its article 196, health is a right for all and a duty of the State. The search for positive health provision has
taken Brazilians to the courts of justice, whether they are users of the public or private health system, in order to obtain judicial authorization for the importation of cannabidiol, for medicinal purposes (MELO; SANTOS, 2016, p. 45).

The right to health is paramount and links the legislative, executive and judicial powers in guaranteeing its execution. The patients that need medication derived from marijuana are supported by the Constitution on the right to health (RECKZIEGEL, 2019, p. 58).

In order to guarantee the right to health, it is necessary to have a financial condition compatible with the price of the imported medicine, it has as a consequence that the cheapening of the product produced from cannabis planted in Brazil is still a matter of impact on equality.

Specifically on the principle of equality, it is necessary not to confuse its formal aspect with its material aspect. The characteristic idea of equality that everyone is equal before the law represents the formal aspect of the principle, whereby the law must be applied objectively, without discrimination.

In the words of Konrad Hesse (1998. p. 330):

_Cada um é, em forma igual, obrigado e autorizado pelas normalizações do direito, e, ao contrário, é proibido a todas as autoridades estatais, não aplicar direito existente a favor ou à custa de algumas pessoas_4.

One cannot forget the relevance of recognizing the material aspect of equality, so that different people are entitled to unequal treatment. According to Konrad Hesse (1988, p. 330), the principle of equality “prohibits unequal regulation of equal facts; equal cases must find equal rule. The question is, which facts are the same and, therefore, should not be regulated unevenly”.

When the National Health Surveillance Agency ceases to authorize the import and planting of cannabis, but authorizes the import and commercialization of the same product, it treats the same as unequal, being against the constitutional
principle of equality. The import of phytotherapeutic to the detriment of national production will restrict access of the product to those people who lack the means to acquire them.

The present issue also implies an understanding of the universe of private law and the latent dialectic between its general principles, applicable to all segments of business activity, such as free enterprise, free competition and the social and solidarity function of the company.

Among the principles of economic activity that deserved mention in the constitutional text (article 170), it is highlighted free initiative, free competition, the social function of property, the protection of consumers and the environment.

Jaime Santos Briz (1966, p. 26) clarifies the freedom that characterizes the business activity:

[...] la libertad de industria en sentido amplio (como libertad de creación de empresas y libertad de economía) encierra la libertad de competencia, la libertad de contratación, la de producción y la de consumo5.

The exploitation of the market, as stated by Rizzatto Nunes (2013, p. 102-103), is obviously based on free initiative, guaranteed constitutionally. However, the joint interpretation of the principles of economic activity allows to conclude that: a) the consumer market open to exploitation does not belong to the explorer, but to society, and exists due to it; b) the explorer has responsibilities to settle in the exploratory act; c) profit is a logical result of exploitation, but it cannot be unlimited to the point of characterizing damage to the market and to society; d) monopoly, oligopoly and any other practices aimed at market domination are prohibited to individuals; and e) since the profit is legitimate, the risk is exclusively of the entrepreneur, due to one’s free choice to undertake the activity aimed at the consumer and cannot pass this burden ahead.

5 [...] Freedom of industry in a broad sense (such as freedom of business creation and freedom of economy) contains freedom of competition, freedom of contract, production and consumption (free translation).
According to the author, the market, even as an economic fiction, produces concrete effects on society. It is not the ownership, possession or use of anyone in particular or a specific group, but belong to society. This concrete effectiveness is confirmed by its daytime and historical exploration, which cannot harm the market itself or society. It is composed not only of entrepreneurs, but also of consumers who are the agents that make the market exists (NUNES, 2013, p. 103).

The spirit of the functionalization of legal institutes acts as a counterbalance and is also present in the Constitution - the social value of free enterprise - (articles 1, IV, and 170, caput); in the social function of contracts, provided for in the Civil Code (article 421); and in the express mention of “company social function” materialized in the Corporations Law (Law no. 6,404/76, article 154, caput).

In summary, the social function of the company is derived from the systematic interpretation of the aforementioned legal provisions. It limits the will and the interest of the capital holders, replacing the arbitrary power of the owner of the company with the balance that must come to exist between the forces that cooperate for the development of business purposes and social interest.

In addition, solidarity as a function of the company, in connection with fundamental rights of the third dimension, stems from the principle of solidarity, provided for in Article 3, item I, of the Constitution. It is based on the construction of a free, just and egalitarian society, solidifying the idea of community based on the common good.

Habermas analyzes solidarity (2002, p. 75):

Deontological justice demands solidarity on its other side. In this case, these are not two moments that complement each other, but aspects of the same thing. All autonomous morals have to solve, at the same time, two tasks: by claiming equal treatment, and with it an equivalent respect for the dignity of each one, it asserts the inviolability of individuals in society; and at the same time that it requires solidarity on the part of individuals, as members of a community in which they are socialized, it protects inter-subjective relationships of mutual recognition (our translation).

6 Text in Portuguese: “A justiça concebida deontologicamente exige, como sua outra face, a solidariedade. Não se trata, neste caso, de dois momentos que se complementam, mas de aspectos da mesma coisa. Toda moral autônoma tem que resolver, ao mesmo tempo, duas tarefas: ao
By allowing the use of cannabis for commercial purposes in Brazil and omitting to import and plant its seeds, the National Health Surveillance Agency prevents the implementation of the principles of economic activity, because it limits the freedom of national companies in an unjustified way, interfering in their competitiveness in relation to foreign companies that will profit in the Brazilian market.

On the other hand, by stopping generating jobs, collecting taxes and attending to a market in dire need of medicinal products originating from cannabis, Brazilian companies interested in importing and planting these seeds were curtailed in relation to social function and social solidarity. Such a situation has implications for the economic scenario, unacceptably harming national development and the economy.

4 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Brazilian State has authorized the manufacture, import, commercialization and prescription of cannabis for medicinal purposes through monitoring and inspection. But, at the same time, it stopped regulating the import and planting of seeds in Brazil, which implies submitting this practice to Law no. 11,343 / 06. This generated a legal technical issue characterized as an axiological gap.

Such a situation that generates injustice refers to the fact that, without the liberation of importing and planting seeds in Brazil, cannabis-based medicines will cost more to Brazilian consumers. In addition, from another perspective, Brazilian companies interested in operating in this sector are at a competitive disadvantage compared to foreign ones, preventing the emergence of a new economic market,
generating jobs and taxes. All of this, consequently, has an impact on the national development. 

The situation is aggravated when considering that medical studies recognized by the National Health Surveillance Agency vehemently conclude by the benefits of using cannabis in the treatment of certain diseases. The proven efficiency of such remedies, that is superior to that observed in conventional medicine for certain diseases, does not, in itself, guarantee the right to health, if there is no cheaper access to medicines and the cost rises in the process of importing them.

If the medicinal properties are proven and there is already a rule on the legality of the use of cannabis for medicinal purposes, there is no need to talk about the risk of planting for the population due to the potential increase in recreational use of marijuana. There is no specific study of this connection, but merely conjectures. It is important to note that the National Health Surveillance Agency regulates the monitoring and inspection of cannabis for medical purposes.

Brazil has the capacity to produce the components of cannabis perfectly when it comes to green medicine, and the legislation can be faster, more objective and fair. The axiological gap now reported integrates, without great difficulty, with respect to the general principles of law, such as human dignity, equality and social solidarity, as well as the principles of economic activity.

The battle over the legalization of the medical use of cannabis will not be completely successful, contributing to a better quality of life for the Brazilian population, until the authorities define the issue of importing and planting the seeds in question, which deserves, in addition to the effort academic, the strength of social mobilization.
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